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Abstract An open channel flow with a flow depth close to the critical depth is character-
ised by a curvilinear streamline flow field that results in steady free surface undulations. Near
critical flows of practical relevance encompass the undular hydraulic jump when the flow
changes from supercritical (F>1) to subcritical (F<1), and the undular weir flow over broad-
crested weirs where the flow changes from subcritical (F<1) to supercritical (F>1). So far
these flows were mainly studied based on ideal fluid flow computations, for which the flow
is assumed irrotational and, thus, shear forces are absent. While the approach is accurate for
critical flow conditions (F=1) in weir and flumes, near-critical flows involve long distances
reaches, and the effect of friction on the flow properties cannot be neglected. In the present
study the characteristics of near-critical free-surface flows are reanalysed based on a model
accounting for both the streamline curvature and friction effects. Based on the improved
model, some better agreement with experimental results is found, thereby highlighting the
main frictional features of the flow profiles.
Keywords Open channels · Near-critical flows · Frictional effects · Hydraulic jump ·
Transitional flow · Turbulence · Undular flow
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F Froude number (–)
f Friction factor (–)
g Acceleration of gravity (m/s2)
H Specific energy (m)
Ho Free surface streamline specific energy (m)
h Flow depth measured normal to channel bottom (m)
i Streamline inclination ( rad)
p Time-averaged pressure (N/m2)
q Unit discharge (m2/s)
L Crest length (m)
Rh Hydraulic radius (m)
R Reynolds number (–)
S f Friction slope (–)
So Bed slope (–)
S Specific momentum (m2)
u Time-averaged turbulent velocity parallel to bottom (m/s)
U Cross-sectional averaged flow velocity (m/s)
UM Maximum flow velocity at the outer edge of boundary layer (m/s)
V Magnitude of potential flow velocity (m/s)
v Time-averaged turbulent velocity normal to bottom (m/s)
x Streamwise distance (m)
y Distance measured normal to channel bed (m)
z′′ Bed curvature (m−2)
α Angle of bottom with horizontal ( rad)
ρ Fluid density (N/m3)
γ Specific weight (N/m3)
η Dimensionless distance normal to channel bottom (–)
τ Reynolds stress (N/m2)
τo Boundary shear stress (N/m2)
ν Kinematic viscosity (m/s2)
κ von Karman constant (–)
δ* Boundary layer displacement thickness (m)
θ Boundary layer momentum thickness (m)
φ Depth-averaged non-hydrostatic energy coefficient (–)
ψ Depth-averaged non-hydrostatic momentum coefficient (–)
Subscripts
1 Approach flow
c Critical flow
1 Introduction
Water flow in natural streams with small slopes near the critical slope results in an undu-
lating flow pattern, whose wave amplitude is typically larger that the standard computation
resulting from the gradually-varied flow theory. An open channel with a flat bottom operating
near critical flow conditions is characterized by the appearance of steady free surface undu-
lations, although these may appear as well in irregular natural streams with dune-type bed
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Fig. 1 A near-critical free surface flow: the undular hydraulic jump a typical centerline profile, b undular
hydraulic jump looking downstream (undular jump type C) F1 = 1.36, c 3D flow pattern for F1 > 1.2 to 1.25
(after [13])
forms. The analysis and computation of near-critical flow is then a problem of interest for
environmental fluid mechanics applications. Two of the most relevant types of near critical
flows are the undular hydraulic jump and the undular weir flow [9]. The undular hydraulic
jump is a transition from supercritical (F>1) to subcritical (F<1) flow in the form of steady
waves, typically if F1 is close to unity (Fig. 1), with F1 = approach Froude number [9]. For
F1 <1.2 to 1.25, the free surface profile is typically two-dimensional, whereas for F1 >1.2
to 1.25 shockwaves appears and the flow turns into highly three-dimensional features [13,8].
Figure 1 illustrates an undular hydraulic jump with some lateral shock waves. Fawer [15]
first analyzed this problem from a fundamental approach, although it was earlier observed
by Darcy and Bazin [14]. Fawer treated undular hydraulic jumps with a Boussinesq-type
energy equation [15,4,6]. He did not consider the transition from F>1 to F<1 upstream the
first wave crest, but experimentally detailed the undular flow features. A number of works
analyzed the undular jump using the potential flow theory [15,2,19,21] whereas Montes [25]
and Montes and Chanson [27] explicitly discussed the importance of wall friction, and, thus,
of the real fluid flow effects.
The undular weir flow is a transition from a subcritical (F<1) to supercritical (F>1)
flow in the form of steady waves, typically if Ho/L < 0.15 [9,26,12], with Ho = upstream
head above on the weir crest and L =crest length. The flow over the broad-crested weir for
Ho/L < 0.5 is usually modeled by a parallel-streamline flow approach [26], whereas the
free surface undulations appearing on the weir crest for Ho/L < 0.15 invalidate this type
of approach. The streamlined broad-crested weir has the additional complication that the
boundary layer is partially developed along the crest. Further, boundary layer methods for
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broad-crested weir flow rely on zero pressure gradients approximations [17], incompatible
with the steadily changing non- hydrostatic pressure gradient from adverse to favorable, and
viceversa, induced by the free surface undulations [25].
Chanson [9] presented a detailed analysis of both flow types based on ideal fluid flow
calculations and physical data, but the real fluid flow effects are relevant. In the literature,
few attempts are available to the analysis of near-critical free surface flows including wall-
friction features, among which Montes [25] and Montes and Chanson [27]. Note that there
are other types of undular flows including the undular surges and tidal bores [20], but the
effects of boundary friction is believed to be more pronouced in undular hydraulic jumps and
undular flows above a broad-crested weir. In this paper, the hydraulic analysis of both undu-
lar hydraulic jumps and undular weir flows presented by Chanson [9] is extended following
Montes [25].The free surface characteristics of both undular jumps and undular weir flows
are considered based on the inclusion of boundary friction in the governing equations. The
real fluid flow results are compared with the ideal fluid flow theory. The real fluid flow effects
in undular jumps with upstream, fully-developed boundary layer flow are investigated. The
results are compared with the integration of the Reynolds equations based on a k–ε model. The
developing boundary layer flow over broad-crested weirs is analyzed including the friction
term, and the results for the boundary layer development with adverse-favorable pressure
gradients are compared with the numerical results using zero-pressure gradient boundary
layer equations.
2 Governing equations
The time-averaged velocity u¯ parallel to the channel bottom in 2D incompressible free surface
flow may be approximated to the lowest order by its depth-averaged value U
u¯ = U = q
h
(1)
with q = unit discharge and h = flow depth. Using the time-averaged form of the 2D
continuity equation
∂ u¯
∂x
+ ∂v¯
∂y
= 0 (2)
the time-averaged velocity v¯ normal to the channel bottom is, after integration
v¯ = −
y∫
0
∂U
∂x
dy =Uh′η (3)
with h′ = dh/dx and η = y/h, where x = streamwise coordinate along the channel bottom
and y = coordinate normal to x , positive upwards. The momentum balance perpendicular to
the channel bottom is
u¯
∂v¯
∂x
+ v¯ ∂v¯
∂y
= − 1
ρ
∂ p¯
∂y
+ 1
ρ
∂τ
∂x
− gcosα (4)
where p¯ = time-averaged pressure, τ = tangential Reynolds stress and α = bottom slope
angle. The convective acceleration term in Eq. 4 may be expressed with the aid of Eq. 2 as
u¯
∂v¯
∂x
+ v¯ ∂v¯
∂y
= u¯2 ∂
∂x
(
v¯
u¯
)
(5)
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Inserting Eqs. 1, 3 and 5 into Eq. 4, and noting that ∂τ/∂x << ∂ p¯/∂y and ∂τ/∂y[5], results
after integration
p¯
γ
= (h − y) cosα + U
2
2g
(
hh′′ − h′2) [1 − η2] (6)
with h′′ = d2h/dx2. Equation 6 is the pressure distribution in wavy 2D free surface flows
[25,26,29]. It is worth pointing out that Eq. 6 was obtained on the assumptions that (i)
the x-direction velocity distribution may be approximated by its depth-averaged value
u¯ = q/h, a reasonable approximation for Reynolds numbers R→ ∞. Bose and Dey [5] and
Montes and Chanson [27] considered power law profiles for the velocity distribution.
Although more simple that the law of the wall, the power law velocity distribution gives
results very close to the log-law [16,12]; and (ii) the turbulence shear stress are dominant in
the y-direction ∂τ/∂x  ∂τ/∂y. Thus, Eq. 6 is not limited to irrotational flows as implicit
in other Boussinesq-type developments based on a potential flow approach [2,22–24].
The momentum balance in the x-direction is
u¯
∂ u¯
∂x
+ v¯ ∂ u¯
∂y
= − 1
ρ
∂ p¯
∂x
+ 1
ρ
∂τ
∂y
+ gsinα (7)
Inserting Eqs. 1, 3 and
u¯
∂ u¯
∂x
+ v¯ ∂ u¯
∂y
= ∂ u¯
2
∂x
+ ∂ u¯v¯
∂y
(8)
into the streamwise momentum balance Eq. 7 and integrating from y = 0 to y = h yields
dS
dx
= h (So − S f ) (9)
where S f = friction slope, So = bed slope and S = specific momentum given by
S =
h∫
0
[
u¯2
g
+ p¯
γ
]
dy = h
2
2
+ q
2
gh
(
1 + hh
′′ − h′2
3
)
(10)
Expanding the term dS/dx in Eq. 9, and integrating the result after elimination of the term h
in the RHS of Eq. 9 yields
dH
dx
= So − S f (11)
where H = depth-averaged specific energy, given by
H = 1
h
h∫
0
[
u¯2 + v¯2
2g
+ p¯
γ
+ ycosα
]
dy = h + q
2
2gh2
(
1 + 2hh
′′ − h′2
3
)
(12)
Thus, the depth-averaged mean energy balance is equivalent to the x-momentum balance.
The system of Eqs. 9 and 10 is fully equivalent to Eqs. 11 and 12, and the same results may
be obtained using either energy or momentum considerations as originally noted Serre [29].
The extended specific energy and momentum may be expressed as
H = h + φ q
2
2gh2
(13)
S = h
2
2
+ ψ q
2
gh
(14)
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Fig. 2 Transition from F>1 to F<1: undular hydraulic jump profile h/hc(x/hc) for a F1 = 1.08 from (—)
Real fluid flow theory, (- - -) Ideal fluid flow and (•) experimental data ([7], Test HCUJ10b, q = 0.08 m2/s,
h1 = 0.0824 m, α = 0.229◦), b F1 = 1.31 from (—) Real fluid flow theory, (- - -) Ideal fluid flow and (•)
experimental data ([7], Test HCUJ5c, q = 0.12 m2/s, h1 = 0.095 m, α = 0.382◦)
differing from the classical expressions for parallel-streamline flow H = h + q2/(2gh2) and
S = (h2/2)+q2/(gh) in the coefficients φ and ψ . These coefficients may reach values greater
or lower than unity, depending on the free surface slope and curvature. Based on the solution
of Eqs. 11 and 12 its magnitude will be investigated herein for near-critical flows.
3 Undular Hydraulic Jump
The undular hydraulic jump is a transitional flow from supercritical F>1 to subcritical F<1
open channel flows in the form of an undulating free-surface profile. For comparative pur-
poses between the theoretical model described above and experimental data, the detailed
set of experiments by Chanson [7] is considered. Experimental data for an undular jump of
F1 = 1.08 (Test HCUJ10b) and F1 = 1.31 (Test HCUJ5c) are presented in Fig. 2a and b
respectively. The system of differential Eqs. 11 and 12 was solved for the unknowns h(x) and
H(x) with a 4th-order Runge-Kutta method. The boundary conditions are taken at the toe
of the undular jump (subscript 1, Fig. 1) as h1 = h(x = 0) = F−2/31 , h′1 = h′(x = 0) = 0
and h′′1 = h′′(x = 0) = 0. The value of H1 = H(x = 0) is deduced from Eq. 12 with
h′ = h′′ = 0. This set of boundary conditions states hydrostatic pressure distribution at the
coordinate origin x = 0.
The friction slope in Eq. 11 is given based on the Darcy-Weisbach equation by [26,10]
S f = f4h
U 2
2g
(15)
where f = Darcy-Weisbach friction factor. The differential system defining the free surface
profile h = h(x) have no analytical solution as in some irrotational flow cases [2]. Thus,
Eqs. 11 and 12 need to be solved numerically for turbulent, near-critical, free surface flow.
Herein, f is considered for turbulent smooth flow using the proposal of Haaland [31]
f =
[
−1.8log10
(
6.9
4R1
)]−2
(16)
where R1 = q/ν = approach flow Reynolds number and ν = kinematic viscosity. The
accuracy of Eq. 16 as compared to the Colebrook-White equation is ±2%: i.e., adequate
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for practical purposes. The numerical results for F1 = 1.08 are inserted in Fig. 2a showing
that the Boussinesq system Eqs. 11 and 12, with Haaland’s equation for turbulent friction,
reasonably predicts the wavy flow profile of the undular hydraulic jump. The maximum and
minimum depth predictions at the wave crests and troughs compare well with the experi-
ments, as wave amplitude and wave lengths. The computation for F1 = 1.31 are presented in
Fig. 2b which highlights however some notable deviations with the physical data. This value
of F1 may be then considered an upper limit for 2D turbulent models in undular jumps, given
the possible 3D effects caused by the lateral shockwaves [27,3,13]. Several studies have
related the first wave of the undular hydraulic jump to the solitary wave profile [15,2,19,21].
Benjamin and Lighthill [2] obtained a solution for ideal-fluid flows as
h′2 = 6gh
2
q2
(
H1 − S1h −
h
2
+ q
2
2gh2
)
(17)
where H1 = h1 + q2/(2gh21) and S1 = (h21/2) + q2/(gh1). Obviously, only the roots with
h′2 > 0 are relevant, corresponding to a solitary wave profile emerging from the upstream
uniform supercritical flow [2]. The integral curve of Eq. 17 was considered in Fig. 2 for both
F1 = 1.08 and F1 = 1.31. Figure 2 shows that the ideal fluid flow theory can only be used to
roughly predict the first wave profile. For F1 = 1.31 the agreement between ideal fluid flow
theory and real fluid flow results including wall friction for the first wave crest is reasonable.
For the lower value F1 = 1.08, however, the comparison is poor although the ideal fluid
flow computations are sometimes considered accurate for F1 close to unity [15,2,19,21].
The results presented in Fig. 2 suggest that friction should be generally included for a more
reasonable prediction of the undular jump profile h = h(x). Note that friction provokes the
transition from supercritical to subcritical flow, e.g. the undular hydraulic jump. When there
is not friction (potential flow), and in the absence of backwater effects, the flow solution
yields the solitary wave profile. Thus, friction results in an undular jump solution, which
differ from the potential flow solution.Very few information appears to be available on the
free surface characteristics of the undular jump profile. Chanson [9,8] presented a detailed
study of the wave amplitude and wavelength based on ideal fluid flow theory. Based on the
present results including turbulent friction, a new analysis is developed herein to detail the
characteristics of the undular jump profile.
The free surface profile characteristics of the two-dimensional undular jump profile for
F1 = 1.08 are considered in Fig. 3. The relation H/hc(h/hc) is plotted in Fig. 3a, showing
an oscillatory behaviour. For this undular jump dH /dx > 0, as deduced from the figure.
Further, the parallel flow relation H/hc = h/hc + 0.5(h/hc)−2 is included for comparison
purposes. A comparison of both curves reveal the limitations of the hydrostatic pressure
approach, which does not reproduce the actual flow features of the undular jump profile.
The relation S/h2c(H/hc) is plotted in Fig. 3b where the results are compared with
those deduced from the parallel flow relations H/hc = h/hc + 0.5(h/hc)−2 and S/h2c =
0.5(h/hc)2 + (h/hc)−1. These equations represents in parametric form the boundaries of
the Benjamin and Lighthill’s diagram [2]. The results for S/h2c(H/hc) including friction are
contained inside this diagram, as do are irrotational flows governed by Eq. 17 [15,1]. The
justification can be easily extended to real fluid flow in undular jumps by noting in Fig. 3a
that at the intersections of the curve H/hc(h/hc) from the numerical computation with the
hydrostatic curve H/hc = h/hc + 0.5(h/hc)−2 results h′2 = 2hh′′. Thus, at these points
S/h2c = 0.5(h/hc)2 + (h/hc)−1(1 − h′2/6), always less than the corresponding parallel
flow value, thereby resulting in a point (S/h2c, H/hc) inside the cusped part of the Benjamin
and Lighthill’s diagram.
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Fig. 3 Undular hydraulic jump profile characteristics for F1 = 1.08 a H/hc(h/hc) according to (—) Present
model, (- - -) Hydrostatic approach, b S/h2c (H/hc) from (—) Present model, (- - -) Benjamin and Lighthill’s
boundaries, c h′(h/hc) from (—) Present model, (- - -) Eq. 17, d hh′′(h/hc) (—) Present model, (- - -) ideal
fluid flow results, e φ(h/hc) (—) Present model, (- - -) ideal fluid flow results, f ψ(h/hc) (—) Present model,
(- - -) ideal fluid flow results
The relation h′(h/hc) is plotted in Fig. 3c, where the results are compared with those from
Eq. 17 accordingly to ideal fluid flow theory. It can be seen that the magnitude of h′(h/hc)
from real fluid flow computations is generally larger than for ideal fluid flows. Further, the
absolute difference between maximum and minimum values of h′(h/hc) increases with h/hc.
The relation hh′′(h/hc) is plotted in Fig. 3d. As seen therein, the magnitude of hh′′(h/hc)
increases considerably with h/hc. Its value steadily oscillates from positive to negative val-
ues accordingly to the pressure field. The results obtained from the solitary wave profile are
further included, from which it may be observed that the curvature term is in general lower,
in absolute magnitude, than for real fluid flow. Figure 3e contains some numerical data of the
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depth-averaged coefficient φ(h/hc). It may be observed that this coefficient closely follows
the trend observed for hh′′(h/hc). This generally indicates that the contribution of hh′′(h/hc)
on φ(h/hc) is more relevant than h′2(h/hc). When hh′′(h/hc) < 0 results φ(h/hc) < 1,
whereas hh′′(h/hc) > 0 is associated with φ(h/hc) > 1. Deviations of φ(h/hc) from unity
are notable regardless the value of h/hc. The φ(h/hc) values computed from the solitary
wave profile are smaller than from real fluid flow results.
Figure 3f includes numerical data of the depth-averaged coefficient ψ(h/hc). The trend
is similar to that reported for φ(h/hc), although it may be observed that |ψ − 1| < |φ − 1|.
The free surface profile characteristics of the undular jump profile for F1 = 1.31 are con-
sidered in Fig. 4. Figure 4 shows that the trends are essentially as in Fig. 3, yet the order of
magnitude of the results is larger. Note also that the terms hh′′(h/hc) and h′(h/hc) become
very large, resulting in extreme values for φ(h/hc) and ψ(h/hc). This excessive drop in both
terms φ(h/hc) and ψ(h/hc) roughly indicates a validity limit for the Boussinesq approxi-
mation to simulation of undular jump profiles, as previously outlined
So far it was discussed that, for an accurate treatment of undular jumps, the effects of
friction are of major relevance. It was shown that, in general, better results may be obtained
accounting for friction than when dealing only with ideal fluid flow theory. However, it is
still open the question whether the approximation adopted herein for the turbulence friction
is reasonable, or not. To further investigate this point, the detailed numerical computations
done by Schneider et al. [28] using a k–ε model to integrate the Reynolds equations for
undular hydraulic jump flow are considered in Fig. 5, together with experimental results for
the same test case.
The corresponding simulation using the present two-dimensional Boussinesq model was
included in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the Boussinesq solution allowing for turbulent fric-
tion is in excellent agreement with both experimental data and the full integration of the
Reynolds equations. Thus, it is confirmed the accuracy of the approximation presented herein,
reasonably describing both the relevant effects of friction and streamline curvature in undular
hydraulic jumps [13].
4 Undular Weir Flow
The undular weir flow is a transitional free surface flow from subcritical F<1 to supercritical
F>1 flow in the form of an undulating flow profile. The undular flow over a rough broad-
crested weir is considered in Fig. 6 [25,29]. Equations 11 and 12 were integrated numerically
using a 4th-order Runge-Kutta method with Ho/hc = 1.626, where Ho = approach flow
energy head. The boundary conditions used were the test data at the first wave trough: i.e.,
h/hc = 1.196 and h′ = 0. The friction slope dH /dx was determined using a Bazin roughness
coefficient of 0.41 [29]. The results for h = h(x) are compared with test data in Fig. 6, result-
ing in excellent agreement both for the wave crests and troughs. Equation 12 for dH/dx = 0,
e.g. ideal fluid-flow, was similarly considered using the same boundary conditions. The result
is also plotted in Fig. 6, showing a cnoidal wave train. These results indicate that, from the
ideal-fluid flow solution of Eq. 12, there is not any possible transition from subcritical F<1
to supercritical F>1, whereas the inclusion of the friction term allows for the establishment
of transitional flow in the vicinity of the overfall brink. Further, the theoretical result predicts
correctly the downstream boundary condition, corresponding to a free overfall.
The free surface profile characteristics of the undular weir profile are considered in Fig. 7.
The relation H/hc(h/hc) is plotted in Fig. 7a, showing an oscillatory behaviour. It is seen
that both the initial and downstream sections of the flow profile have non-hydrostatic flow
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Fig. 4 Undular hydraulic jump profile characteristics for F1 = 1.31 a H/hc(h/hc) according to (—) Present
model, (- - -) Hydrostatic approach, b S/h2c (H/hc) from (—) Present model, (- - -) Benjamin and Lighthill’s
boundaries, c h′(h/hc) from (—) Present model, (- - -) Eq. 17, d hh′′(h/hc) (—) Present model, (- - -) ideal
fluid flow results, e φ(h/hc) (—) Present model, (- - -) ideal fluid flow results, f ψ(h/hc) (—) Present model,
(- - -) ideal fluid flow results
conditions, departing from the parallel flow relation H/hc = h/hc + 0.5(h/hc)−2. Note
also that the flow conditions at the free overfall results in H/hc < 1.5 and h/hc < 1. The
relation S/h2c(H/hc) obtained from the numerical results is plotted in Fig. 7b along with
the Benjamin and Lighthill’s (1954) boundaries. Note that the undular weir flow profile is
not fully contained inside the cusped part of the diagram. Benjamin and Lighthill [2] and
Benjamin [1] stated that all irrotational wave motions should lie inside this cusped part. The
present results indicate that, when friction is included in the analysis, this is not generally
valid. Noteworthy the undular jumps studied in the previous section did lie inside, despite
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Fig. 5 Undular hydraulic jump
profile h/hc(x/hc) for
F1 = 1.11, R1 = 93000,
So = 1/282 from (—) Present
model, (- - -) Integration of
Reynolds equations with k–ε
model [28] and (•) Experimental
data [28]
Fig. 6 Transition from F<1 to
F>1: undular weir flow profile
h/hc(x/hc) for Ho/L = 0.078
from (—) Real fluid flow theory,
(---) Ideal fluid flow, (◦)
experimental data [29]
the inclusion of friction. The relation h′(h/hc) is plotted in Fig. 7c where the results are
compared with those from the cnoidal wave solution. It is seen that the results are not in
agreement, especially for h/hc < 1, when the flow approaches the free overfall. The relation
hh′′(h/hc) is plotted in Fig. 7d, again with evident deviations from the cnoidal wave train for
h/hc < 1. Figure 7e and f contain the numerical data in terms depth-averaged coefficients
φ(h/hc) and ψ(h/hc), showing some notable deviations from unity. These results confirm
the strong deviation of pressure conditions from the hydrostatic law at the free overfall.
Flow over a broad-crested weir implies a developing boundary layer over the weir crest
[17,18]. When the surface profile is free from undulations the boundary layer displace-
ment thickness δ∗ = δ∗(x) may be simply approximated by power-type functions resulting
from zero-pressure gradient models [17,31,18]). The boundary layer frictional effects for a
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Fig. 7 Undular weir flow profile characteristics for Ho/L = 0.078 a H/hc(h/hc) according to (—) Present
model, (- - -) Hydrostatic approach, b S/h2c (H/hc) from (—) Present model, (- - -) Benjamin and Lighthill’s
boundaries, c h′(h/hc) from (—) Present model, (- - -) Eq. 17, d hh′′(h/hc) (—) Present model, (- - -) ideal
fluid flow results, e φ(h/hc) (—) Present model, (- - -) ideal fluid flow results, f ψ(h/hc) (—) Present model,
(- - -) ideal fluid flow results
zero-pressure gradient boundary layer flow are accounted for by introducing the von-Kármán
integral equation as [31]
dθ
dx
= C f
2
(18)
where θ = boundary layer momentum thickness, C f = τo/(ρU 2M/2) = f/4 = skin-fric-
tion coefficient, UM = maximum (subscript M) velocity at boundary layer edge and τo =
boundary shear stress. Harrison [18] developed an approach based on Granville’s C f chart,
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Fig. 8 Transition from F<1 to
F>1: undular weir flow for
Ho/L = 0.078: h/hc(x/hc)
from (—) Theory, (◦)
experimental data [29],
δ*/hc(x/hc) from (- - -) undular
free surface flow approach,
(— - —) zero-pressure gradient
model
from which θ and δ* may be deduced. However, for undular weir flow the pressure gradient
steadily changes accordingly to Eq. 6 form favourable to adverse, and vice-versa, thereby
affecting the growth conditions of the boundary layer. In these conditions Eq. 18 does not
reproduce the actual flow features, as discussed below. There are few attempts in the literature
with considerations about the boundary layer in weir flow, where the potential flow results in
appreciable streamline curvature. In these conditions the potential flow above the boundary
layer implies high flow curvature, and the velocity distribution may be approximated by [27]
V = Vsexp
(
−hh′′ 1 − η
2
2
)
(19)
where Vs = free surface velocity. The definition of the boundary layer thickness δ* in flows
with curvature may be formulated based on the integral of the potential velocity distribution
as
q =
h∫
δ∗
V
cos i
dη (20)
where i = streamline inclination. Inserting Eq. 19 into Eq. 20, and assuming a linear variation
for i = i(η), results after an approximate integration similar to Montes and Chanson [27]
Ho = h + q
2
2g (h − δ∗)2
(
1 + 2hh
′′ − h′2
3
)
(21)
Using the results for the flow profile h = h(x) obtained from the approximate Reynolds-
averaged model Eqs. 11 and 12, the energy equation for the potential flow above the boundary
layer Eq. 21 may be used to estimate the profile δ∗ = δ∗(x).
The results obtained for the boundary layer thickness development in undular weir flow
are plotted in Fig. 8. They show that the profile δ∗ = δ∗(x) is undular in response to the
oscillatory pressure gradient resulting from the Boussinesq terms h′2 and hh′′. Thus, the
effects of the pressure gradient on the boundary layer development for undular weir flow are
important. This may be further highlighted by comparing the present the results with those
obtained using a zero-pressure gradient boundary layer model. The method proposed by
Harrison [18] was applied to the present test case and the result of the numerical simulation
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Fig. 9 Transition from F<1 to F>1: a Round-nosed broad-crested weir, b–d h/hc(x/hc) from (—) Pres-
ent theory, (•) experimental data [30],δ*/hc(x/hc) from (- - -) undular free surface flow approach, (◦) zero
pressure gradient estimation [30]
for δ∗ = δ∗(x) is included in Fig. 8. It is of interest to remark that the value of δ∗ = δ∗(x = L)
is of similar magnitude from both methods. However, the boundary layer profile for undular
flow generally deviates from the standard equations used in broad-crested weir flow assuming
parallel streamlines. This indicates the complex real fluid flow features of undular flow over
broad-crested weirs, given by its undulating boundary layer development.
Model test data in a horizontal broad crested weir with a rounded upstream nose (see
Fig. 9a) of 10 cm [30] are plotted in Fig. 9 for three different dimensionless upstream heads
Ho/L . The comparison between the present theory and model data was conducted by solving
the system of differential Eqs. 11 and 12 for the unknowns h(x) and H(x) with a 4th-order
Runge-Kutta method. The boundary conditions are taken at the first experimental point of
the free surface profile. The computational results are also included in Fig. 9, showing an
excellent agreement with observations. The first point that deserves consideration is that the
flow surface h = h(x) of the broad-crested weir shows a considerable slope h′ and curvature
h′′ in a great extension of the crest length, for a wide range of operational heads. The flow
profile of broad-crested weir flow results in a cnoidal wave type profile for Ho/L < 0.15
[26], see Fig. 8. For 0.15 < Ho/L < 0.33 the flow is an incomplete cnoidal wave profile,
as shown herein in Fig. 9. In these cases, only one inflexion point in the flow profile is seen
and no full waves are present. When Ho/L ≈ 0.5 the flow profile is almost a straight and
sloped drawdown curve from the inlet flow depth up to the free overfall brink depth (Fig. 9d).
Thus, broad-crested weir flow for Ho/L < 0.15 is governed by cnoidal wave theory, associ-
ated with non-hydrostatic conditions and a marked wave type free surface. For Ho/L > 0.5
the flow surface is almost a straight drawdown curve, associated also with non-hydrostatic
conditions. In the interval of operation heads 0.15 < Ho/L < 0.33, however, it is possible
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to find a small region of the crest length L where quasi-parallel streamline flow prevails, as
observed in both Fig. 9b and c.
The results for δ∗ = δ∗(x) using Eq. 21 are included in Fig. 9. These results are compared
with the values deduced by Vierhout [30] from his test data using a zero-pressure gradient
approach. As shown in Fig. 9b and c, the zero-pressure gradient approach is reasonable for
a major part of the weir crest given its agreement with the more general relationship Eq. 21
accounting for the pressure gradient effects. There is however a lack of agreement in the flow
domain near the overfall brink where the pressure gradient is significant and the zero-pressure
gradient boundary layer methods are unreliable. For the test case of Fig. 9d, the relation Ho/L
is high, and boundary layer effects are of minor relevance as observed from the thin displace-
ment thickness obtained in this case. This confirms that Ho/L ≈ 0.5 may be considered as
a limit above which the discharge characteristics are mainly dominated by the streamline
curvature. The round-nosed broad crested weir is a water discharge measurement structure.
The new method for the boundary layer computation supports, then, the use of zero-pressure
gradient computation under conditions of parallel-streamline flow at the crest. However, it
further reveals that the discharge estimation may not be accurate if the zero-pressure gradient
method is applied beyond the limits indicated in the present results.
Further, it appears necessary to investigate additional flow types in the Benjamin and
Lighthill’s diagram S/h2c(H/hc). The undular weir flow was shown herein to result in points
outside the diagram, thereby indicating that real fluid flows may not lie necessarily inside.
However, still remains the question whether all irrotational motions will lie inside, or not, as
proposed by Benjamin [1]. The critical flow over a round-crested weir is considered herein
as an additional test case. At the weir crest, critical flow conditions prevail, and H and S are
given respectively by
H = h + q
2
2gh2
(
1 + 2hh
′′ − h′2
3
+ hz′′
)
(22)
and
S = h
2
2
+ q
2
gh
(
1 + hh
′′ − h′2
3
+ hz
′′
2
)
(23)
with z′′ = crest curvature. The analysis of the experimental data of Blau by Montes [26] was
used to evaluate H and S at the crest of parabolic weirs, and the results are plotted in Fig. 10,
with the numerical results for the undular weir flow test case. Interestingly, the data pairs
(S/h2c, H/hc) computed for critical flow over round-crested weirs lie outside the Benjamin
and Lighthill’s diagram, with values significantly less than 1.5. The flow over a round-crested
weir is irrotational, and, thus, present results indicate that all irrotational motions do not lie
inside the Benjamin and Lighthill’s diagram. Further, when data for critical flow over round-
crested weirs is considered simultaneously with undular weir flow data, they appear to be
highly correlated in the S/h2c(H/hc) plane (Fig. 10). Both types of flows are transitions from
F<1 to F>1, possibly indicating a unique feature of these flow types. By contrast, transi-
tions from F>1 to F<1, as in the undular jump, appear to lies always inside the cusped part
of Benjamin and Lighthill’s diagram, despite friction effects. Note that the points in Fig. 10
for undular weir flow refer to the computed free surface h = h(x) for a given discharge,
whereas for the round-crested weir flow the points refer to the discharge curve obtained at
the weir crest section (z′ = 0) under different discharges.
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Fig. 10 Transition from F<1 to
F>1 in the S/h2c (H/hc) plane:
(—) Undular weir flow, (◦)
Round-crested weir flow
5 Conclusion
In the present research two open channel flows types with near-critical flow conditions were
studied based on a Boussinesq-type energy equation allowing for friction effects: i.e., the
undular hydraulic jump and the undular weir flow.
The results of the present approach for the undular hydraulic jump were compared with
experimental data, and showed some good agreement. Further, the results were compared with
irrotational flow solutions, resulting in systematic deviations, thereby indicating that the ideal
fluid flow computations should be used with caution for undular jumps. Some flow features
of the undular jump profile such as free surface slope, curvature, specific energy diagram,
Benjamin and Lighthill’s diagram and depth-averaged energy and momentum coefficient
were detailed based on the new results presented herein. The present model results were also
compared with the full integration of the Reynolds equations for turbulent flow in an undular
hydraulic jump, resulting in an excellent agreement.
The present model was further applied to the undular weir flow over broad-crested weirs.
The results compared favourably to physical observations. The flow features of the boundary
layer development on the broad-crested weir were shown to be oscillating, in response to the
steady changing pressure gradient from favourable to adverse, and viceversa. The results for
the undular boundary layer flow were compared with a numerical approach for the bound-
ary layer development for a zero pressure gradient flow. The comparative analysis showed
some large deviations, indicating the unique features of the shear flow development under an
undular free surface. Thus, existing models for boundary layer development on broad-crested
weirs are limited, and may not be used when the pressure gradient results in an undular free
surface.
The flow results for both undular hydraulic jump and undular weir flow were plotted
in the so-called Benjamin and Lighthill’s plane S/h2c(H/hc). All irrotational wavy flows
were assumed previously to lie inside the cusped part of this plane bounded by the loci
of parallel-streamline flows. However, the present results for the undular weir flow showed
that this feature is not general when a friction term is included in the analysis, although the
results for undular hydraulic jumps were opposite. The data for irrotational critical flow over
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round-crested weirs were further considered as a flow type near the critical depth, resulting
in points largely outside the cusped part. Thus, it is believed that neither near-critical un-
dular flows allowing for friction, nor irrotational flow over weirs near the critical depth, lie
necessarily inside the cusped part of the S/h2c(H/hc) plane. However, it was found that the
undular hydraulic jump, a transition from F>1 to F<1, lies inside, while both the undular
weir flow and the round-crested weir flow, transitions from F<1 to F>1, lie outside. This
appears to indicate that the type of flow transition is relevant relative to the S/h2c(H/hc)
relation, while the physical explanation needs further research.
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